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Abstract. Practical questions of computability are studied for a special mechanized m&thod 
designed to suggest scientific hypotheses on the basis of sampled data: the so-called GUHA 
method’. In simplified terms our GUHA system accepts particular data as a bina!-y (or, binary 
plus “ X “: unknown) input matrix, which relates objects in the sample to a common set of 
yes-or-no properties. It seeks to output factual (non-tautologous) formal sentences, which are 
true in the data and so yield general hypotheses for the universe of all such objects. rhis paper is 
the first detailed analysis of the algorithmic omplexity of this type of system, by considering the 
time (number of steps) needed to solve its basic decision problem: whether some factual sentence, 
of various pre-specified forms, will be so output. The resulting time bounds are functiofis of 
changeable input size and give minima for overall system complexity. In fact, when judged by the 
norm for efficient computability of polynomial-time, we present here both scme positive and 
some closely related “negative” results: e.g. the distinction between P-time and NP-completeness 
(usually considered to be exponential time) often depends only on being given binary or ternary 
data, the basic question being existence of a true elementary disjunction. 
Quite similar results are true for sentences with either classical or non-&s&;! @atistically 
motivated) quantifiers. Moreover, some closely related two-valued problems, involving input 
parameters to bound desired sentence length, resisted all our efforts to place them as P-time or 
NP-complete and have an apparently intermediate complexity. At least they are concrete 
candidates for the (theoretical) hierarchy of P-reducible degrees between P and NP (assuming 
P z NP). 
’ The acronym “GUHA” was chosen originally to mean “General Unary Hypothesis Automaton*‘. 
For the’ present, it should be understood merely as an artificial name for a class of methods to be 
described. The term “Mechanized Hypothesis Formation (MHF)” better describes the present GUHA 
research. 
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0. Introduction 
Figuratively speaking, the GUHA method can be thought of as mechanically 
replacing that researcher’s activity, who, having data about a set of objects arll, 
(some of) their properties, must decide which relations among these properties (e.g. 
implications) should be tested, and then which are actually true for these objects. 
For example, the objects are patients and their properties are diseases or facts 
about administration of some drugs, etc. The research worker is faced with a 
usually unmanageable number of possible relations to examine, even if a computer 
is used for the drudgery of truth validation. GUHA extends his use of the computer 
by automatically selecting from these relations via a thorough but heuristic genera- 
tion, as well as rigorously testing them. Relevant relations are represented as 
formal, non-tautologous entences, and, if discovered to be true in the data, 
inductively yield general hypotheses uggested for objects outside the sample. (The 
induction rules used for the latter are studied elsewhere; e.g. see [9).) 
The clear advantage of this mechanized hypothesis formation is based on having 
a suitable class of formulae from mathc.natical logic to represent relevant relational 
sentences. In GUHA the classical predicate calculus is modified with respect to 
finite models and to generalized relations between properties, including statistical 
ones, to give the “observational calculi” as defined below, following Hfijek and 
Havranek [S, 81. More technically, properties are denoted as unary predicates and 
various generalized quantifiers are allowed, giving a powerful logical language of 
formal sentences. As input to the (general) GUHA method is a finite monadic 
relational structure &IS information specifying the class of “relevant questions” 
(see [6, 7, 8]), the formal sentences to be investigated in the actual procedure via 
successive generation. The desired output is a (humanly readable) list of all 
“important observational statements”: those relevant questions true in the model 
and logically strong (e.g., “prime” sentences, see [3, 4, 6, 71). At least this is the 
final processing goal in GUHA; however, only minimal results exist abot.t the 
complexity of such “full solution” methods, as in [8, Chapter 61. Some later results 
of this nature will be described in [ 151. Here we find the complexity of a more basic 
question: whether any sentence, of various specified i’:rms, will be true in a given 
finite model. There is a fundamental connection between our results and the 
complexity of the full solution: clearly the latter is at least as complex as our 
question. Hence, the presented estimates may serve as lower complexity bounds for 
the full solution. The norm for “reasonable” complexity will be polynomial time. 
Thus, this paper could be considered a complexity investigation of certain 
decision problems in finite monadic structures, independently of GUHA. However, 
its natural motivation lies in MHF, and we need to introduce here anyway some 
formal terminology from the GUHA theory. Notice that our more general struc- 
tures are three-valued, with “ x ” added to (0, 1) to represent “unknown if true or 
false”; i.e., we alilow for incomplete information in given models. 
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1. Survey of needed notions 
1.1. Observational calculi 
Each of these is a modification of classical predicate calculus, made not only by 
insisting always on finite models but by allowing a varied set of generalized 
quantifiers ovc nredicate variables. We sketch here their definition for the single 
variable case; the following things specify a (monadic) observational calculus: 
(a) Some class of finite monadic relational structures (the intended inter- 
pretations) of a certain sinAarity type, n. Each such structure is of the for,m 
(4 fl, . . . , fn) where JU is a Einite, non-void set and the fi are functions from A into 
(0, 1, x}, and so it can be considered to be a matrix M whose entry M(i, j) is the 
value on the ith object of fi, The classes which we deal with here are Mz, the class of 
all (0, l}-valued structures, and MB, the class of those which are (0, 1, x)-valued. 
(b) Syntactic symbols coasist of: 
- unary predicates A 1, 4, . . ..U (over a variable, X, which can be omitted in all their 
occurrences). 
- the classical connectives: & v , 1. 
- some finite set of generalized quantifiers: 01, . . . ,Qk, of the types ~1, . . . , sk, 
respectively. 
Formulae are defined inductively, per usual, from the atomic predicates. The 
induction step for quantifiers: If &, . . . , & are formulae in which x is free ar,d Q is 
a quantifier of type s, then (Qx)(&, . . . , &) is a formula; Q binds x in this formula. 
(c) Semantics: If 4 is a formula in which x is free, then one defines the truth 
value I1411~[i19 f or each model A4 and each row i of M, in a natural way; if C$ is a 
sentence (a closed formula), one defines II#liM, the value of # in M, to be 0 or 1 (or 
x ) in accordance with the following notions. With each connective one associates 
an appropriate truth table; think of the classical truth tables for connectives, in the 
two-valued case. For each quantifier 0, one must give an effective procedure which 
computes the value 11(0x)(&, . . . , &)llM from the values of the fk:nctio;ls 
II4 II 1 M ’ l l 9 ll#&,, on the various rows of A4 We can only be more specific by giving 
some examples of quantifiers which will make clear their particular truth-value 
definitions, as well as their evaluability in polynomial time. 
I. 2. &an tifier examples 
(1) For calculi with two-valued structures: Let Q, $ be open formulae and A4 a 
two-valued matrix. Let 112 =I{rows of M}I, and let r, a, b, c, d be the M-frequencies 
(counting rows) of the formulae d), 4 & $, 4 & l$, 14 & $, 14 6r lq9, respec- 
tively; e.g., a = I(i: II# & #liM[i] = l}l, the number of rows which satisfy 4 & #, etc. 
Note r = a + b. Let p be a rational number, 0 <p < 1; e.g., p = 0.9. Let s be a 
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natural number, s d m ; e.g., s 2 l/(1 -p). Some quantifiers used in GUHA can be 
given truth definitions as follows. 
Quantifiers Type Formula True iff Reading 
V 
VP 
* 
*+ 
=% 
50 
r=m for all 
rapm for relatively many 
b=O implies 
a 10, d > 0, b = 0 positively implies 
Aap,ass significantly almost implies 
ad>bc simply deviated to 
In this list only, a, and =++ are classically definable; i.e., there is no formula in 
classical predicate calculus equivalent to (e.g.) 4 -O # in all observational struc- 
tures. Furtilermore, these non-classical quantifiers are meaningless for infinite 
structures, but they are very useful in a statistically-oriented observational calculus, 
forming a major part of the GUHA-MHF advantage. This was shown by Havranek 
in [lo). 
(2) For calculi with three-valued structures: First we extend the truth-tables of 
the connectives in such a way that 1 means “known to be true”, 0 means “known to 
be false”, and x means “no information”. Thus, using the Kleene-Kiirner three- 
valued logic, the truth table of v , for example, will be: 
v 0 x 1 
0 0 x 1 
x x x 1 
1 1 1 1 
Each quantifier defined for 2-valued structures extends uniquely to 3-valued 
models in the “most conservative” way. (This way has statistical motivations, and 
has clear practical advantages, as well.) For example, let - represent any type 2 
quantifier defined above for two-valued models, let F and G be two predicates, and 
let AI E M3; imagine 1M as a matrix with two columns. A csmpletion of M is any 
2-valued matrix formed from A4 by changing all X’S into O‘s or.1 ‘s. Then the value 
116’~~ GIIM is defined to be: 
1 iff F - G is trlre in all completions of M, 
0 iff F -- G is false in all completions of M, and 
X otherwise. 
We have identified only a few non-classical quantifiers, viz. those to be considered 
here, but there are others important in the GUI-IA work, towards the MHG goal. 
Eg., 4 -0 ti (“. IS significantly deviated to”) is defined by frequency conditions 
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ad > bc and A (a, b, c, d)~ a, where ar is taken to be a small positive rational and 
A( ) gives Fischer’s statistic, as elaborated by Hajek and Havranek [8]. This defines 
_a for 2-valued models, of course, its extension to 3-valued being as stated. 
This paper presumes ome minimal familiarity with and, at least, interest in the 
notions of algorithmic models of computations (for example, Turning machines) 
and of their computational complexity. 
1.3. Complexity notions 
There is a lot of literature about complexity of computations. We shall use 
notions of P, NP, polynomial reduction, N&complete and an encoding of 
combinational problems in a way of Karp [l l]. Let us only recall that here the 
distinction between “tractable” and “non-tractable” problem is represented by the 
distinction between problems in P and NP-complete problems. While a set belongs 
to P iff there is a decision procedure for it, which works in time bounded by some 
polynomial, the best known estimate for NP-complete problems is 2p(n), for some 
polynomial p(n). Also we shall not describe algorithms in all detaiE5 in order Lo 
shorten the proofs. The reader interested in some miscellaneous problems is 
referred to [l, 12,131. 
We shall make use of NPcompleteness of the following problems (for the proofs 
see [ll]). 
SATIS: Given any Boolean conjunctive normal formula p, over some finite set of 
atoms and their negations, can p be satisfied? * 
NODE COVER: Given any (undirected) graph G = (X, R) and an integer k, is 
there a subset Y of X with at most k elements uch that every edge in R is incident 
with some node in Y? 
CUT: Given any (undirected) graph G = (X, R), integer k, and weighting 
function h : R + N, is there a subset Y of X such that cyc yGxg y h{x, y} 3 k? 
Notation. Let 2 = (0,l) and 3 = (0, 1, x}. Then 2” (resp., 3”) denotes the set of all 
n-tupie strings over (0, 1) (resp., over (0, 1, x}). Also, 2Mxn (resp., 3mx”) denotes 
the set of all m x n matrices with entries from 2 (resp., 3:. As earlier, IMP and M3 
denote the sets of all such finite matrices. 
For ME 3”‘““, let the fength of A4 be l(M) = n, i.e., the number of its columns. 
For 1 S! 6 n, Aj denotes the jth predicate, whose truth in M is given by the jth 
column: write 
MkAi iff (Vi<m)M(i, j)= 1. 
Inductively one defines Ml= t$ for other formulae (6, where the universal quantifier 
(over the implie variable, x) is usually considered to be implicit; for example, if 
d=A,,v 0-a v Ajk, we write only d instead of (Vx)d. Thus 
(i, jl) = 1 v l 9 9 v M(i, jk)= 1)). 
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For cy E 3”, Q! # xn denote by d, the (elementary) disjunction 
V AiV V 1Ai 
a(i)= 1 a(i)=0 
the length of & is to be I(&) = I{i: a(i) f X)1. 
Inclusion of disjtinctions is defined by d, C_ & iff a(i)= p(i) for all i with 
a(i) # X. Also, & and dp are disjoint iff r for all i, p(i) = x whenever Q! (,i) # X. The 
set of cards (distinct rows) of a model A4 is denoted by 
C(M) = {Q E 3”: 3 Vj(ar 0’) = M(i, j))}. 
Note that the valuation function Il~$llM =1 iff M I=4 (the latter notation is preferred 
herein); in particular, valuation is defined for a single card, a matrix of size 1 x n, in 
exactly the same way as Il4ll[i]. For definitions of truth values of formulas with other 
quantifiers, see p.206. For example, M = 4 -O $ iff ad > bc, where a [resp. b, c, d] 
is the number of cards i such that II4Il[i] = 1 [resp. 1, 0, 0] and Il#ll[i] = 1 [resp. 
0, L 01. 
Nota Bene. All sentences considered below are (once) quantified open formu- 
lae; disjunctions are understood to be universally quantified. 
2. Complexity in the two-valued case 
We indicate some results, first for this case, of the computational complexity in 
determining whether or not there exists at least one sentence (of certain, specified 
forms) true in a given model. In one way, this case may seen more tractable than the 
three-valued. Still, the results here have great variation in complexity while the 
other shows mostly I?+~-completeness. Since each matrix of size m x n can be coded 
by input string essentially of the length m l n, we shall relate the complexity of 
computation on a given matrix to this number. Thus, the answer to “Polynomial in 
what?” should be clear in each case below. For our purposes, also the number 
max{m, M} would suffice just as well. 
There are reasons, given by practice, for which the early GUHA algorithms used 
only a certain set of relative!y simple sentences. It appears that the eilementary 
disjunctions bounded by variolls quantifiers are very suitable. This is not true for 
elementary conjunctions. I%g. elementary conjunctions bounded by the universal 
quantifier are very quickly computable, but they give little information about the 
model. We shall use mainly the universal quantifier V and the quantifier of simple 
deviation m” as examples of classical and non-classical quantifiers. We can obtain 
new results by dualization. E.g. the formula (b ho $ is equivalent with 74 w0 l& 
hence we can replace elementary disjunctions by elementary conjunctions, here. 
However, questions about the existential quantifier, which is dual to the universal 
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quantifier, are not interesting in connection with MHF, since existential formulae 
are not good patterns of hypotheses. 
2.1. Positive disjunctions 
As an example of one of the restrictions on relevant questions in the GUHA 
work, one can posit the syntactical restriction that all predicates hall occur with the 
same signs, say without negations. A further natural restriction, for disjunctions 
say, is that the length be bounded by some parameter given ac an “intelligibility 
bound”, to facilitate human readability of output. While these restrictions may 
seem trivial, it is found that they lead to an “intractable” complexity of our first 
question: the existence of a positive disjunction true in a given model, the length of 
which is a parameter. 
Definition 2.1 We say d, is positive, and write d, E Pos, iff cy E {I, x}“. 
Theorem 2.2 The set of pairs (M, k), consisting of a model M E Mz and a natural 
number k, such that there exists a positive disjunction of length at most k true irl ..V, is 
NP-complete. That is, the following set has an NP-complete encoding: 
D;ar = {(M,k)EM2xN:3d,EPos,l(d,)sk,MI=d,}. 
Proof. Evidently D& is in NP, using an algorithm which “guesses” a k-tuple of 
predicates for some positive d, and proceeds to verify it. We reduce the NP- 
complete set CpBT, where Cpac is the (encoded) set of (X, R, k:), where (X, R) is a 
finite graph and k is a positive integer, for which the NODE COVER problem has 
a positive solution, to D&,. Consider the mapping (X, R, k)+ (M, k), where M is in 
2 mxn for m = IRI and n = 1x1, and the rows of M are the edges of R written as 
characteristic functions. That is, suppose X = {1,2, . . . , n} and R is somehow 
ordered, say lexicographically; then 
M(r, i)= M(r, j) = 1 iff (i, j) is the rth edge in R, 
M(r, s)=O otherwise, for all 1 s r s m, 1 s i, j, s s n. 
Each subset Y of X corresponds to a positive d, with a(i) = 1 iff i in Y, (u(i) = x 
otherwise, and conversely. Moreover, edges of R touching i in Y give rows of M in 
which d, is satisfied. Therefore, Y z X(X = R(Y) and 1 YI s k) if and only if 
d, E Pos(M = da and l(d& k). Clearly an algorithm constructing (M, k) exists, the 
time of which is polynomial in the length, suitably encoded, of (X, R, k). 
The giving of the parameter k to bound length does not affect the (seemingly) 
intractable complexity in this theorem. One can see this from the following corol- 
lary, where length is bounded in an intrinsic way; the same result was given by 
; rldl5k in [ 141, but only via proof sketch. 
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Corollary 2.3. The set of two -valued matrices M for which there exists a true positive 
disjunctiort of length at most half the length of M is NP-complete ; that is, 
U-f/Z = {M~M~:3d~~Pos,l(d~)&l(M),MFda) 
is an NP-complete set. 
Proof. Easily one can see Dr, 2 E NP. We shall reduce the NP-complete set lL& to 
D&z. Given a pair (M, k) with M ~2~~” and k s n, we transform it to a matI ix 
Mt E $m+n-kW2n which has these blocks: 
M’= 
1 
1 0 
0 
0 l * 
1 
0 
0 M 
--- 
n-k n k 
Clearly, we have M I=da iff M’ = ds where 0 = 1 n-ka! x k. Thus, if some positive dcu 
istrueinM,thend@=Alv l no v An+ v da is true in M’. On the other hand, for 
any positive dp, M’b-dp implies that /3 = lnVkcu~, where a! E 3” and M t=d,; the 
arbitrary y E { 1, x }k is irrelevant and may as well be xk. Hence there is a disjunction 
da with I(d,)s k true in M if and only if there is a disjunction ds Iwith l(d+ 
n - k + k = n = $l(M’). Evidently the case k > n can be treated as k = n. Further- 
more, the construction of M’ can be done on a (multi-tape) DThtl in a time 
polynomial in the size of M, as can be easily seen. Therefore, D&,pl0:,2; so the 
latter set is a&o NP-complete, since p is transitive. 
2.2. Elementary disjunctions 
One can also investigate the existence problem, and its complexity, for true 
disjunctions without the syntactic restriction of positivity, only various length 
restrictions. Obviously one has in mirrd elementary disjunctions: those in which no 
predicate occurs with both signs. (In our notation d, is elementary by necessity.) 
Such non-tautologous disjunctions are basic to rather many of the GUHA pro- 
cedural variants, from the early work on [cf. 71. The results obtained here reveal 
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either polynomial or, at least, less than exponential time complexity. The easiest 
disjunction problem to decide is the existence of elementary sentences of maximal 
length and true in a given model. 
Theorem 2.4, For any model ME Mz it can be decided in polynomial time whethtir 
there exists an elementary disjunction of maximal length true in M. [That is, D,,, = 
{ME Mz: ad,, l(d*)= l(M), M td,)~ p.j Moreover, there is a polynomial time 
algorithm which produces such a disjunction, if one exists. 
Lemma 2.5. For M E 2’” xn and Q) ~2~, we have M I=d, iffa-e C(M), where cy- is 
the binary opposite of a. 
Proof. Immediate from the respective definitions.* 
Lemma 2.6. For M E 2”’ xn, if C(M) ~2”, then a! E 2”\C(M) can be found in poly- 
nomial time. 
Proof. Consider the easily implemented algorithm which generates one-by-one the 
rt-tuples of 2”, ordered as binary numbers, and examines whether they equal a 
member of C(M). After at at most m + 1 examinations, itmust find an Q! E 2”\C(M). 
hence this algorithm works in time polynomial in m l n, because ach examination 
compares an n-tuple with at most the m rows in M. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. We describe an algorithm which decides if such dpl exist. 
Suppose M E 2” x n is given. 
(1) Delete any repeated rows from M in order to obtain a truth-equivalent 
matrix M’ E 2”““” where m’ = IC(M)I, by comparing in pairs the rows of M; 
(2) Compare the numbers 2” and m’, in their binary forms: if m’ c 2”; the 
answer is “yes”; otherwise (i.e., if m’ = 2”), the answer is “no”. [This is because 3 
such d, with M’ = d, iff at? C(M’) = C(M) iff m’ c 2”, by Lemma 2.5.1 
Then use Lemma 2.6 to produce such d, in the positive case. Notice that part (1) 
uses on the order of m* comparisons. In part (2) we only have to transform m’ (‘by 
counting) into binary; this can also be done in at most m* 2 (ml)* steps. Therefore, 
the entire procedure is polynomial in the maximum of m, n. 
Corollary 2.7. For M E 2 the finding of a true elementary disjunction (if one exists) 
of length at most l(M) can also be done in polynomial time; 
{M E M2: ad,, ltd,) s l(M), M l=d,} is in P. 
’ Observe that 2” can be considered as a power of the two-element group (0, 1). We shall denote the 
group operation i 2” by 0. For cy ~2”, its opposite is CY- = a! @ l”, where 1 n is the string of n ones. 
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Proof. In fact, D, is equal to D,,,, because a true d, with l(d,)< I(A4) arbitrarily 
extends to dp, l(ds) = l(M), while the maximal ength ones put M in either set. 
Definition 2.3. For a function t(rr), a language L is said to be 2’ computable (in 
t+?; if there is some DTM recognizing exactly L within a time bound k’(“), for 
some h 32. 
Thus, in view of polynomial reducibility, by allowing constant factors in powers 
we say that the time class 2’Og2, for example, includes all sets computable within 
time h10g2n = 2’log2”, where c = log h. [All logs are base 2.1 This class, intermediate 
in complexity between P and 2”, is important here because of the following 
theorem, in contrast with the result for D& in Theorem 2.2. 
Theorem 2.9. 7% “existence of a true elementary disjunction of parametric length” 
set, 
D ,,,={(M,k)~M+N:3d,,l(d,)sk,Mbd,), 
is deterministically decidabl’e in time 2’Og2. 
Proof. We describe an appropriate algorithm. Suppose that M ~2”‘“” and k E N 
are given; we assume k s n. 
(1) Compare, as binary numbers, m and 2! If m < 2k, the answer iv “yes”. [Note 
that (M, k) is in Dpar because, for any arbitrary k-tuple of predicates, say the first k, 
we can find an cy in 2’\C(Mk), where Mk is M restricted to just these k columns, 
and then da- is true in M, by the technics of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 applied to Mk.] 
(2) If m 3 2k, generate ach disjunction d, of length k (in the binary ordering of 
the ar), and examine its truth-value in M. The number of such disjunctions is 
0 n 
k 
.2k<nk . 2’~ = (2n Jk < (an )l”gm = 2’Og2” ‘Ogrn s 2’og2(m’“‘, for m 2 2. The 
verification of each d, is polynomial, i.e., within some time (m l n)’ = 2c”ogmn. 
Therefore, this part of the algorithm has a total bound of 
2 lo@(mn ) 92 clog(mn) s 2c’lag2(mn), 
Notice that the first part of the algorithm produces a true d,, I(d,,)= k, in time 
polynomial in m l k s m l n. 
In contrast to Corollary 2.3 and to the previous theorem, we have the following 
“special tractabilitv” result. 
Corollary 2.10. The median case of Dpar, i.e. Dl,2, is deterministicajly decidable in 
polynomial time. 
roof. As in the theorem, but with k =$z, take care of the first case (m C= 2’) by 
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answering “Yes”. If the second case occurs, then 2” < m*. [Also storage of length 
O(n) takes only O(log m) space.] The dominating time is 
0 
i l 2k s 2” . 2” s m4, 
where m = max{m, n}. Therefore, the whole algorithm can be run in polynomial 
time [and logarithmic space], deterministically, when k is median. 
One notes that a non-trivial run time happens in the D1,* algorithm only when 
m 3 \/F, i.e., when m is “very large” compared ta n. This allows the trick of 
bounding 4” by m4. On the other hand, we have separate evidence that the 
“logarithmic case” of Dpar : Dlog ={M~Mz:36,,l(d,)~logZ(M), M=d,} can 
actually be harder than the (expected-to-Se-difficult) median case, and would be 
happy to supply these lengthy examples to the interested reader. 
Contrary to one’s expected intuition is the fact that -z:le median case of Dpar, 
where 
n 
0 
is maximized at 
n 
k ( ) n/2 
is not its most difficult case. This is because the 
“harder” case k s MIN{log n, log m) G log(mn) leaves no way to bdund (2n)k by a 
polynomial. In fact, it appears to be impossible SO mimic the device in Corollary 2.3 
(for positive disjunctions) in order to reduce Dpar to D1,2 here; the latter is of 
course defined by replacing “I(&)s k” by “l(d,)< i!(M)“. Such a reduction would 
probably require a new, interesting method. Further, we expect that Dpar, Dlog are 
not NP-complete problems. 
If Dpar were NP-complete, then every Nf set would be decidable in time 21°g2. 
Hence, Dpar is likely not AWcomplete, in contrast to D&,, because considerable 
work on NP problems has not sufficed to show them decidable, deterministically, in 
less than general exponential time; consult Aho et al. [l, p. 4031 On the gther 
hand, Ladner showed in [ 121 that if P # NP, ther. there are (infinitely many) degrees 
of polynomial reducibility between P 2nd NP. 
2.3. Non -classical sentences 
Our main interest here is in the non-classical simple deviation quantifier w”, 
which is the simplest quantiiier from the class of so-called “associational 
quantifiers” [8, lo]. The latter include several quantifiers which are basic to the 
present-day GUHA algorithms because they allow practical statistical tests (e.g., 
Fischer’s test, Chi-square test) to be used in applications. Like these others, the 
sentence d -O d’ is not classically definable because there is no classical predicate 
calculus sentence which is truth equivalent to it in all models, as shown by Htijek 
and Havranek [8, Chapter 31. It appears very possible to prove similar results about 
some other statistical quantifiers. 
Theorem 2.11. For the simple deviation quanti+r m”, the “existence of a true 
sentence of maximal length” set of (two-valued) models can be decided in poly- 
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nomial time. That is, the set 
D-O max = (M E Mz: 3 disjoint d,, d@(l(d,)+ l(de)= l(M), M Id, w” de)} 
is in P. Moreover, there is a polynomial -time algorithm which constructs such a 
sentence, if one exists. 
Remark 2.12. In fact, this result will also hold for the (classically definable) 
quantifier *+, as will be noticed during the proof. First, some definitions and 
lemmas. 
Definition 2.13. One obtains a metric, r, on 2” by defining 
r(ct., p) = I{i: cu(i) # @(i)}l. 
For k\, 173 s 2”, r(A, B) = min{r(a, /3): cy E A, /3 E B}. An easy fact: For all cy, y such 
that I(CT, y j> 1, there is an element @ between cy and y, i.e., r(a, P)> 0, r@, y)> 0, 
and r(a, y) = r(a, P)+ r(& y)* 
Lemma 2.14. For M E 2”“” such that C(M)5 2” there exist a! E C(M), y E 2”\C(M) 
with r(a, y) = 1. 
Proof. With C(M)5 2” there must exist cy E C(M), ye C(M) such that r(cx, y)= 
r(C(M), 2”\C(M)), since 2” is a finite set. If r(cr, y) > 1, then we have an element p 
between cy and y. But this gives a contradiction, for then we cannot have either 
p E C(M) or p E 2”\C(M). 
Remark 2.15. We can -rrd such cy, y in polynomial time, since we can construct he 
set {p: r(C(M), p)= I) within that bound. (Its cardinality is surely at most 
LCULZ#: r(a, P)= l}l- 12 l IC(WI~ n l m.) 
Lemma 2.16. Suppose M E 2”“” has 110 columns of only L’s or only 0’s. If 
C(M) 5 2”, n 2 2, then there exists a sentence 4 true irz M of the form 4 = d, w” ds, 
where da, dp are disjoint, 1 (da) = 1, l(dG) = n - 1. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.14, take E and S in C(M) and 2”\C(M), respectively, such 
that r(e, 6) = 1. The existence of 4 with the desired properties is not an‘ected when 
we replace M by M’, where C(M’) = (&&E 5 E C(M)} for a suitable r ~2” and if 
we also permute some columns, so that we can suppose E = 0” E C(M) and 6 = 
lo”-’ & C(M). Since the first column also contains a 1 somewhere, there is some 
yE2”+ such that 1~ E C(M). So, Iy # lo”-‘. Set cy = 1 x ‘-I, 6 = xl”-‘; then 
&=d, wc dp has the desired form. Also 4 is true in M since we have the following 
table of truth values in 
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z 
0” 
1Y 
lo”-’ 
M-frequencies 
d>O 
a>0 
6=0 
Hence, in M even d, jt ds is true. Finally, such cy, 6 can be constructed for the 
original matrix by applying inverse transformations; q5 can be algorithmically 
produced in polynomial time. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We shall describe an algorithm which produces such a 
sentence, if it exists, or answers “no”, if it does not exist, Let M E 2”““. 
Step 1. Delete, for now, any columns of only O’s or only l’s from A4 
Let M’E 2”““’ be the so reduced matrix. 
Step 2. Compare the binary forms of m and 2”‘. 
Srep 3. If m 2 2”‘, generate and test all possibilities of such a sentence in M’. If 
there exists such a 4 true in M”, go to Step 5; if not, stop; the answer is “no”. 
Step 4. If m C 2”‘, then there does exist a 4’ of the desired form true in M’, by 
Lemma 2.16, constructable in polynomial time. Find one such and continue. 
Step 5. When t hc ith column of M contained O’s only (l’s only), adjoin 
A l(lAi, resp.) to one of the disjunctions of 4’. 
NOW we must show that the algorithm does the job. For this purpose it suffices to 
realize that, if some such maximal-length 4 holds in M and the ith column has O’s 
only (l’s only), then Ai must occur positively (resp. negatively) in a disjunction of 
4, since either opposite case would make this disjunction true in all rows of A4 and 
thereby d = 0 for 4, a contradiction. 0n the other hand, adding such vacuous Ai 
(or, 1Ai) members does not change the validity of 4’. 
All the steps are, in time, polynomial in m 1 ~1; Step 3 is polynomial because the 
number of all (potentially) exarr,ined 4’ is bounded by 2”’ l 2”‘-’ s (2”‘)* s m*- 
Remark 2.17. For the quantifier ++$, we need only modify the above algorithm at 
Step 3: to search for 4’ true in M’ and of the form d, J+ dp for tifsjo!qt Q, P( Z X”‘) 
with I(d,)+l(&)= I(M). The same time bounds will hold. By a trivial 
modification, these results also hold when “ < ” replaces “ -c “. Further, for the set 
DC&, defined analogously to Dpar, one can obtain a result parallel to Theorem 2.5; 
here Lemmas 2.14 and 2.16 play the role in its proof played by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 
before. Again analogous results hold for J+, as follows. Corollary 2.10 can also be 
analogized. 
z: are 2’Og2 computable. 
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Proof. Details, based on the preceding remark, can safely be left to the reader. 
Note on implications. Just as a particular disjunction A 1 v lA2 v d can be viewed 
as an equivalent logical implication (1A 1 & Az)+d, similarly ever) elementary 
disjunction can be seen, in several forms, as an implication c+d, where c is an 
elementary conjunction of predicates not in d [7]. Because of this, the various 
logical implication problem sets-for example 
unLxi = {M E I&: disjoint c, d, l(c)+ l(d) = l(M), Ml= (c +d)}, 
are only new notation re-interpreting earlier disjunctive sets, in this case D,,,. 
However, due to their naturaiity in applications, a few such (easily defined) impii- 
cation sets are included in the following proposition summarizing our two-valued 
results. 
Proposition 2.19. For two -valued model existence problems 
(a) the following sets are in P: 
Dmax, (LI,,,), DZ:,, D:k I&, (LI,), K”, Dz+; b/2, (U/2), DC;29 D?;; 
(b) the following sets are 2’Og2 computable : 
Dpar, V&r), D& Dz;t, J&og, (UoJ; 
(c) the following sets are NP-complete: 
@a,, Dt/2. 
Problems 2.20. It would be of interest o discover the complexity of “existence of 
true sentence” problems for some of the more sophisticated (and statistically more 
important) associational quantifierp J-e.g., for the Fischer-test quantifier =. Even 
for the simplest associational quantifier, -O, we have not discovered the status of 
certain problems in the two-valued case, e.g., the following, whose three-valued 
version is known to be NP-complete; cf. Theorem 3.8. 
Open Problem. The complexity of 
D ;G” = {M E M2: 3 disjoint d,, ds E Pos, l(d,)+ l(d@) = l(M), M = d, -Y de]. 
3. The three-valued case 
We denote the three-valued versions of the previously considered problem-sets 
(for exam% ILax, IL, Dpar, D,‘,,, etc.) in the following manner: D,,,( x )= 
3: 36,(l(d,) = l(M), M kd,)}. &X ), etc., are defined anaio- 
gouuiy. 
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The added possibility of uncertainty, due to entries X, seems to make the various 
decision problems as hard as possible, generally. At least this is the case for all 
problems considered above involving the clasc,icaI quantifiers, Y (over disjunctions) 
and +. In some cases, the two-valued versions are already known ta be NP- 
complete problems, and can, as special cases, be reduced to their three-valued 
counterparts. Hence, the following is immediate: 
The sets D&(X) and DT&) are NP-complete. 
The greatest contrast between the two- and three-valued versions is in the case of 
elementary disjunctions: by adding uncertainty, problems which were decidable 
even in polynomial time previously become NP-complete. E.g., the following 
contrasts with Theorem 2.4., whose bifurcation methods do not generalize to this 
case. 
Theorem 3.1. Given any three -valued model M, the problem of whether there exists 
an elementary disjunction of ,maximal length true in M is NP-complete. That is, the 
set D,-(X) is _NP-complete. 
Proof. Clearly, by guessing a d,, Dm&) is in NP. We show a reduction of the 
(NP-complete) satisfiable Conjunctive Normal Formula problem, SATPS, to 
Dmax(x)~ Suppose CC = &E1(Di) is any CNF, where the Di are disjunctive clauses 
over the set (i, lj: 1 sj G n} of literals: n propositional atoms and their negations. 
Transform p to the matrix M E 3”“” defined by: 
1, if Di contains j, 
M(i, j)= 0, if Di contains l’j, . 
X9 otherwise. 
To say p ip satisfiable means that for some assignment a! of truth values (0, 1) to the 
atoms, using ~(1 j) = a(j)@ 1 and inducing over v , each clause Di obtains the 
value l.Everya:{%,2 ,..., n} + (0, 1) is just an element of 2”, and the correspond- 
ing d, is an elementary disjunction over (all of) the predicates Ai of M. 
We claim that some d, is true in M iff cy satisfies F : for i s m, Val,(Di) = 1 iff Di 
ccntains some literal tj with a! (tj) = 1; the latter occurs in two ways: 
(a) if Zj = j, then a(j)= 1, d, contains Aj and M(i, j)= 1; 
(b) if zj = 7 j, then cu (j) = 0: d, contains 1Aj and M(i, j) = 0. 
But these are exactly the only two ways in which d, can be true in row i of M. 
That is, Ild&&] = 1 iif Val, (Di) = 1, for all i. Thus, Val, (CL) = 1 iff lldbljlM = 1, i.e., 
iff Mtd,. 
Notice that an i, jth entry of x is needed in M in the case of both literals j and 1 j 
being absent from a given clause Di in p. Also, the construction of M can be done 
in time polynomial in (viz., the square of) the larger dimension, m or n, of the 
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representation of I_L. Therefore, D,,, (X) is also W-complete, by reduction to it of 
its isomorphic problem, SATIS. 
Example 3.26 The Boolean formula 
has as satisfying assignment only ar = (0, 0, 1,O); its corresponding three-valued 
matrix M, below, has as its only true disjunction d, = 1A 1 v lA2 v A3 v lA4. 
However, conjoining to p the single clause (13) will render the formula 
unsatisfiable, and its (five-by-four) matrix will have no true disjunction. (Although 
it would, erroneously, if any x in the fifth row were marked as a zero!) 
AI A2 A3 A4 
M= 
0 x x x 
x 0 x x 
x x 1 1 
Observation: The contrast of this result with the solution of the two-valued D,,, 
problem (in P, by Theorem 2.4) can be appreciated via the following facts. A 
three-valued M has a true elementary disjunction d iff d is true in the full 
two-valued completion fi formed from the union of all possible completions of 
rows of M. However, the difference in C(M) and C(a) may be exponential: 
sometimes IC(fi)i a 2”~‘. IC(M)I, where n =-e l(M) = l(a). In the same way, the 
SATIS problem for CNF’s “literally full in each clause” (each Di contains either j 
or 1 j) is decidable in P, via dimension comparison. But, to expand an arbitrary 
CNF into this full form can, again, take exponential time. 
This contrast is related to the actuality that many “incomp’letc: information” 
problems are hard. 
Corollary 3.3. The sets D,(x) and Dp&) are both NP-complete. 
roof. The first set is in fact equal to max (x), via the same idea as in Corollary 2.7; 
the second can have max(X) reduced to it as a special case, whe:re i’c = n. 
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Corollary 3.4. The set D1&) = {M E M3: ad,, l(d,) ~$<M>, A&= da} is NP- 
complete. 
Proof. Clearly D~&)E NP. Reduce D,(x) to it by mapping ME 2”“” to WE 
2 mx2’, where Me= pnq. Only disjunctions using (some of) the first IZ predicates 
can be true in M”, since the last n are not verifiable. Hence, some d, with 
I(&)s l(M)= n = &M”) is true in M iff it is true in M”. 
Remark 3.5. For the quantifier w” (and the related one +‘), we have only a few 
“positive” three-valued results. One of these involves the condition O(C(M))= 
2 “-I, which is considered here because matrices with n A O(m) are not so frequent, 
or interesting, in GUHA applications. (Usually one has many more objects than 
properties!) The special problems below are shown decidable in P; in their proofs, 
one algorithmL phase, validity checking, has new features and requires the concept 
of “critical completion”. A two-valued matrix M’ is a critical completion of M E A& 
for the quantifier w” if the following holds: llF w” G)IM = 1 if and only if 
llF w” G(lM’ = 1, i.e., iff arbitrary sentences F m” G are true in M just when true in 
M. (For other quantifiers, critical completions can be defined similarly; sometimes 
they are non-trivial to characterize or compute.) For w” this means that M’ can be 
characterized as the “worst case” ‘L-valued matrix constructed from M by substi- 
tuting O’s or l’s for X’S, in such a way that the (row-frequency) product b l c is made 
as large as possible without increasing a . d, minimizing ad - bc. Let 
D ;&ll( x ) = {M E M3: disjoint d,, da E Pos, 
/(da)= 1, l(ds)= l(M)- 1, Mk(d, weds)}. 
D :zzl( x ) is defined similarly, using a+ in place of -+O. These sets are important o 
applications where a single property (e.g., cancer) needs to be correlated to 
combinations of other properties. Define the restricted set, where c is any positive 
constant, D&ax = {M G 3mxn: 2”-’ s mc & disjoint dcl, d&d,)+f(dp)= l(M), MI= 
d, NO do)}. Similarly, DFGsx. 
Theorem 3.6. The following sets are in P: 
(a) D~:%x ); 
(b) Dckax( X ), where c is a positive fixed constant. The latter gives the decidability, 
for models M E Mj with n = US c l logIC( = c 9 log m, of the existence of a 
true sentence of form d, -“do in polynomial time. 
Proof. (a) The number of possibilities for disjoint, positive (or even negative) d,, da 
with l(d,)= 1, l(dB)= n - 1, is linear in n. To check each such cd, -“ds, use the 
critical (“worst case” substitution) completion of M for -O. Significantly, this 
two-valued matrix has exactly irs many rows as M and is sLraightforward to 
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construct even on TM tape. Thus, the obvious algorithm runs iri polynomial time. 
(b) Given such an M, here it generates each possibility of non-void d,, ds of 
complementary lengths. The number of choices of a non-trivial subset of n predi- 
cates, plus the choices of its signs, is bounded by 
(2” _ 2). 2” < @n-l - 1) ’ 2”+l< 4m2”. 
Each generated sentence can be checked in AI, as above, in polyno,mial time. So 
these sets are in f. Likewise any finite union of them, for different constants, is also 
in P. 
Cwollary 3.7. The following sets are in P: 
proof. Use the same algorithmic methods as in the theorem. Even the “worst case” 
completion of A4 can be the same, in cases (a) and (b), because it attempts to 
increase the M-frequency 3f (b) (and of (c)), while (a) and (d) cannot increase. 
Lastly we give some IVPcompleteness resu!ts for the quantifier -” in the three- 
valued case, which bear evidence that incomplete information makes prcb;cms “as 
hard as possible”‘, under general conditions. Even some problems which are left 
open in the two-valued case can be resolved here, of which the following theorem is 
an example. 
Theorem 3.8. The set of three-valued models M, such that there are two disjoint 
positive disjunctions of (combined) maximal length simply deviated in M, is NP- 
complete. That is, the set Dz&O( x ) is NP-complete. 
Proof- For a weighted (undirected) graph (X, h), where h : P*(X)+ (0) u N, let 
wh = Cx,yExh{x, y} and denote the value of any cut (Y, X\Y) by Wh(Y)= 
?- d,,E y,xcyh{x, y}. P*(X) is the set of all doubletons of verticles in X. Now the 
NP-complete CUT problem set is denoted by 
CUT,,, = ((X, h, k): (X, h) a weighted graph, k EN, Y G X(Wh(y)a k)}. 
U’e can suppose some further restrictions on (X, h, k), which do not affect the 
A&completeness of CUT,,,. Namely, let h{x, y } be even for all x,~ y E X. So we 
need only consider k such that 2 < k s wh, k even. 
We will reduce CUT,,, to the studied set. Suppose X = { 1,2, . g l , n). Then the 
following matrix M will correspond to (X, h, k): 
where Mi E Yix(” ; each mi and Mi is defined below. 
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MI consists of O’s only, A42 of crosses only, and M3 is a “copy” of (X, h) such that 
for {i, j} E P*(X) there are exactly h{i, j} rows of y in A&, where y E 2” is the 
characteristic function of {j, j} in the edge set. Iience m3 = wh, and the choices of ml 
and m2 will be motivated below. 
There is a natural 1 - 1 correspondence between cuts and the considered formu- 
lae; let a cut (Y, X\Y) correspond to QT, p E (1, x}“, d, hod@, where a!(i) = 1 iff 
i E Y, and /3(i) = 1 iff i& Y. Consider a critical completion of M, i.e., some 
completion to a binary matrix N where ad - bc is minimal; a, b, c, d are the 
frequencies occurring in the evaluation of d, w” d@. The crucial point here is that 
the frequency a in N, as well as in Ma, Is equal to Wh(Y), the value of the: 
corresponding cut. Further, d = ml and b + c = m2 + wh - a. Suppose m2 2 wh and 
mz+ wh is even. Under these conditions the maximum product bc is obtained for 
b = c = #(m2+ w,, -a). Denote by f(m1, m2, x) the function which computes the 
difference ad - bc from m 1, m2 and x = the value of an arbitrary cut; that is, 
f(m1, m2, x)=x l ml -B(m2+ wk -x))2. 
Now it only remains to find suitable ml and m2, with m2 2 wh and m2 + wh even, 
such that for all even numbers x and k, 0~ x s wh and 2 < k s wh, one has 
* 0 f(ml, m2, x)>O iff x M. 
Put 
Then f(ml, rnz? k - 2) = 0, and, since f in increasing in x E [0, wh], the condition (*) 
is satisfied. So M has such a true formula, d, wads, if and only if ad - bc > 0 (in 
some critical completion), i.e., iff condition (*) holds, and it is exactly in this case 
that the corresponding cut satisfies wh( Y) 2 k. 
Corollary 3.9. The set DLi,( x ) is also NP-complete. 
Proof. Replace 0 by x in A& in the proof of the theorem. Then 
1 tl 1 
is a completion of the so-obtained M. Hence, only positive or negative disjunctions 
might be simply deviated in M. On the other hand, the completion of replacing 
each x (in A42 and M3) by 0 gives a matrix m which no negative disjunctions can be 
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deviated, because it has no row of only l’s, so d would be 0. We ignore the trivial 
case when it 6 2; the rest of the proof goes through as before. 
Corollary 3.10. The sets D250( x ), DZ”( x ) are NP-complete. 
Proof. It is not hard to see that the just preceding reductions carry through also for 
these two sets. The reason is that, just as sentences of maximal length I(M) 
correspond to cuts of the given graph, sentences of length less than or equal to I(M) 
correspond to cuts on subgraphs where their value always bounds from below that 
of coinciding cuts for the whole graph. 
? 
Corollary 3.11. The four sets Q.& “(x p, i3:$‘( x ), Dg&( x ), D&(X ) are NP-r 
complete. 
Proof. Reduce I;.t&;O (x ), D;i,( x ) to D&4(x ), DF&( x ), respectively, via the map 
M-(M, I(M)). Also, one can reduce the problems of 
half-length problems here by the device of Corollary 3.4. 
Corollary 3.10 to the 
A&e: The tables below summarize most of our main results, including some 
implicit ones. Open problems are denoted by “?“, but of course all problems fall 
within the NP class. In view of the Appendix, we find no significant hree-valued 
problems which are tractable, except ones clearly in P. No three-valued considered 
have been left open. 
Table 1. Summary of results 
Logical values 
2 3 
Restriction Length w -0 V -0 
parameter 
4W) 
W) 
s l(M) 
po* 
P 
P 
P 
2w 
P 
P 
P 
N&c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
NBC. 
N&c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
positive 
parameter 
%M) 
NW 
G l(fL!f) 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
P 
P 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
P 
P 
N&c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. 
NP-c. = /VP-complete 
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Table 2. Table of Reducrions of W-complete sets 
NODE COVER SATISFIABILITY 
I 
&r 
/D\ 
/ 
Qnax(x)=Ds(x) 
D;/z Dfr< x) I I DpaA x I b/2( x ) 
/TUT\\ 
D$;-( x ) D:-O( x ) D;;I”,,< x 1 DG"( y j 
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Appendix 
There is an important and basic thesis in [8], which asserts that every statistical 
test can bc considered as a quantifier in some monadic predicate calculus. We want 
to show that some of the presented results extend to such “statistical quantifiers”. 
Consider the X*-quantifier, -i, related to the X*-test of independence of two 
predicates. This quantifier is defined in terms of the frequencies cx, b, c, d similarly 
as w”: 
&$ead > bc and 
(ad-bc)2m ~ 2 
rskl 
XU 
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where m = a+b+c+d, r=a+c, s=b+d, k=a+b, l=c+d, and xi is the ac- 
quantile of x2 distribution. More precisely, we define infinitely many quantifiers- 
one for every LY. In order for the relation 2~: to be computable in polynomial time, 
we shall confine ourselves to a’s such that xf is rational. 
Theorem. Df( x ) and DisQ( x ) are NP-complete for Q = --t and L E 
{par, max, f, s }. 
Sketch of the proof. Suppose M is two-valued. Put 
chi(@, M) = 
(ad - bc)* 
rskl 
m, 
where 0 is of the form 4 -2 $, and a, b, c, d are the corresponding frequencies. 
Then the relation between w” and w: is expressed by the equivalence 
M=& $eM = C$ w” +5 and chi(@, M)~x:. 
For a matrix M, denote by Mtt’ the following matrix 
M 
. 
. I4 . M t-times. 
Then chi(@, M”‘) = t l chi(@, M). Qbserve that chi(@, M)> (ad - bc)2,1m 3. For t = 
m3xz, we have chi(@, M”‘)B (ad - bc)*xz. That is chi(@, M”‘)axz whenever ad > 
bc, which means that there is no differerce between w” and -z in A#? Hence 
M + M(‘), t = m3,yz is a reduction of a problem for w” to the same problem for -i. 
Some consideration of critical completions is needed for M three-valued; we leave 
it to the reader. All the problems are NP-complete for Q = ho and are NP for 
a=-:. Hence the reduction gives that they are NP-complete for Q = wz too. 
01 
[I23 
PI 
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